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We obtain several results characterizing when transformation group C*-algebras 
have continuous trace. These results can be stated most succinctly when (G, L?) is 
second countable, and the stability groups are contained in a fixed abelian 
subgroup. In this case, C*(G, Q) has continuous trace if and only if the stability 
groups vary continuously on R and compact subsets of Q are wandering in an 
appropriate sense. In general, we must assume that the stability groups vary 
continuously, and if (G, J?) is not second countable, that the natural maps of G/S, 
onto G x are homeomorphisms for each x. Then C*(G, 0) has continuous trace if 
and only if compact subsets of 0 are wandering and an additionai C*-algebra, 
constructed from the stability groups and 0, has continuous trace. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 191, Green characterized which C*-algebras associated to freely acting 
transformation group C*-algebras have continuous trace. The purpose of this 
paper is to characterize those algebras with continuous trace which arise 
from possibly non-freely acting transformation groups. In [9], Green showed 
that if G acts freely and every compact subset, K, of R is wandering in the 
sense that (s E G: SK n K # 0) is relatively compact, then C*(G, 52) has 
continuous trace. In fact, C*(G, 0) is isomorphic to the C*-algebra defined 
by a continuous field of Hilbert spaces [9, Theorem 141. If (G, 0) is second 
countable, then he shows that the wandering hypothesis is also necessary 19, 
Theorem 17 ]. 
With the exception of the statement about continuous fields, the results in 
this paper contain those mentioned above. The first step in the argument is to 
find a suitable generalization of wandering for compact subsets of Q. Notice 
that with the above definition, any point which has a non-compact stabilty 
group is a non-wandering compact set. In order to find a workable definition 
of wandering, it is convenient to assume that the stability groups vary 
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continuously on Q (Definition 2.1). Moreover, the majority of the techniques 
in this paper depend on this assumption, and the continuity of the stability 
groups turns out to be a neccessary condition in order that C*(G, J2) has 
continuous trace in a reasonably large number of cases (Proposition 4.1). It 
may be a necessary,condition i general, but I cannot prove this. 
Of course the (group C*-algebras of the) stability groups must each have 
continuous trace. However, more must be true: Another C*-algebra, C*(9), 
constructed from the stability groups and 0 in a manner similar to Fell’s 
“sub-group C*-algebra” [6], must have continuous trace. The advantage in 
using C*(Y) is that its construction does not depend on the G-action. For 
example, C*(Y) is always abelian when the stability groups are abelian and, 
hence, has continuous trace. 
The results in this paper are most simply stated when the stability groups 
are contained in a fixed abelian subgroup and (G, a) is second countable. In 
this case, C*(G, Q) has continuous trace if and only if the stability groups 
vary continuously on B and every compact subset of Q is wandering 
(Definition 2.4). 
The general result is as follows: Suppose that the stability groups vary 
continuously, and if (G, Q) is not second countable, that the natural maps of 
G/S, onto G . x are homeomorphisms for each X. Then C*(G, 0) has 
continuous trace if and only if C*(Y) has continuous trace and every 
compact subset of Q is wandering. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we make the necessary 
preliminary definitions including the generalized wandering condition. We 
also construct C*(Y), prove a variety of lemmas needed in the rest of the 
paper, and state the most general sufficient conditions we obtain for 
C*(G, 52) to have continuous trace (Theorem 2.7). 
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
In Section 4, we obtain a variety of partial converse to Theorem 2.7. By 
combining these results with Theorem 2.7, the general characterization of 
continuous trace transformation group C*-algebras mentioned above is 
obtained (Theorem 4.8). 
In Section 5, we give a number of examples and summarize the results 
when G is “almost” abelian (cf. Theorem 5.1) and the action is essentialy 
free (Theorem 5.2). We also suggest a number of unanswered questions. 
In Section 6, we prove some results concerning Morita equivalence which 
were stated without proof in Section 2. 
The arguments used in this paper depend somewhat on the results in [20, 
211. In particular, for the precise definition of transformation group C*- 
algebras, and additional references, the reader is encouraged to see Section 2 
of [20]. Since it will often be convenient o consider C,(G x J2) as a dense 
subalgebra of C*(G, a), we will denote the latter by C,(G, Q) to distinguish 
it from the subalgebra of C,(G x a). Also some familarity with Rieffel’s 
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theory of induced representations of C*-algebras [ 15) and Morita 
equivalence of C*-algebras [16; 17; 15, Sect. 61 would be helpful. 
Isomorphisms, homomorphisms, and representations of C*-algebras will 
always be assumed to be *-preserving. Representations are also assumed to 
be non-degenerate. Ideal will always mean two-sided ideal, but m(A) and 
K(A) (defined in Section 3) may not be closed ideals. 
Finally, our proof of Theorem 2.7 is considerably different from Green’s 
proof of [9, Theorem 141. However, Proposition 4.2 uses several ideas from 
19, Theorem 171. The proof of Theorem 2.14 in Section 6 appeared in the 
author’s doctoral dissertation at the University of California at Berkeley 
written under the supervision of Marc Rieffel. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (G, Q) be a locally compact transformation group. That is, G is a 
locally compact group and 0 is a locally compact Hausdorff space together 
with a jointly continuous map of G x a to Q, which we denote by 
(s, x) ++ s . x, such that t. (s . x) = ts . x for all s, c E G and x E Q. If 
x E 0, then S, will denote the stability group at x. Let Z denote the space of 
subgroups of G endowed with the Fell topology (cf. IS]). 
DEFINITION 2.1. The stability groups are said to vary continuously if the 
map x t--+ S, from B to Z is continuous. 
For the remainder of this section, the stability groups will be assumed to 
vary continuously. It should be pointed out that this is a rather severe 
restriction. However, the constructions and techniques of proof in this paper 
are heavily dependent on this assumption. Moreover, in Section 4 it will be 
shown that, for abelian groups (or, if the stability groups are contained in a 
fixed abelian group), the stability groups must vary continuously in order for 
C*(G, Q) even to have Hausdorff spectrum. Thus, this assumption would 
seem impossible to ignore. 
To find the appropriate generalization of the wandering hypothesis for 
possibly non-free actions, it will be necessary to consider a quotient 
topological space. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let Q x G/- denote the quotient topological space 
obtained from Q x G by identifying (x, s) and (y, r) when x =y and r . x = 
s . x. Also, let 6: D x G + R x G/- be the natural map. 
LEMMA 2.3. If the stability groups vary continuously, then the natural 
map 6: Q x G + l2 x G/- is open and R x Gf- is Hausdorff. 
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Proof: Let U and V be open in R and G, respectively. It will suffice to 
show that d = S-‘(s(U x V)) is open in J2 X G. Note that a typical element 
of d has the form (x, st) with x E U, s E V, and c E S,. Let {U,} be a family 
of neighborhoods shrinking to x in fi and let I” be a symmetric 
neighborhood of e in G such that s( V’)’ c V. It is enough to show that 
U, X sVt is eventually in b. 
If the above were false, then, passing to subnets if necessary, there are 
x, E U, and s, E V’ such that 
(X,) ss, t) @ 8. 
However, x, -+ x, so by assumption, S,* + S,. Thus, there are t, E SXe with 
t, -+ t. Since 
(x, > ss, t) = (x, ) ss, tt, ‘t,) 
and tt;’ is eventually in V’, (x,, s(s,(tt;‘)) t,) is eventually in 
(xa, Vt,) E d. This is nonsense; therefore, o is an open map. 
Now let (x,, sJ denote a net in R X G/- which converges to (x, s) and 
(y, r). In order to show a x G/- is Hausdorff, it will suffice to show (x, s) = 
(y, r) in Q x G/-. S’ mce u is open, we may assume that (x,, s,) converges 
to (x, s) in fi x G, that x = y, and that there are t, E S, such that (x, , s, t,) 
converges to (x, r) in R x G. In particular, t, -+ s- ‘r. Again since S,= --t S,, 
itfollowsthats-‘rES,,ands.x=r.x. Q.E.D. 
Notice that if S, is not compact, then no set containing x can be 
wandering in the usual sense. The most that can be hoped for is the 
following. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A subset U of R is G-wandering if {(x, r) E fJ X G/w: 
x E U and rU f? U # 0) is relatively compact in a X G/-. 
Then in analogy with Green’s work (cf. [9, Theorems 14 and 171, the 
appropriate condition on (G, a) is that compact subsets of 0 be G- 
wandering. 
It will also be necessary to consider a C*-algebra the construction of 
which is modeled after Sauvageot’s “C*-algebre des Stabilisateurs” [ 191 and 
Fell’s subgroup C*-algebra [6]. Let 
If x -+ S, is continuous, then one sees easily that 9 is a closed, hence locally 
compact, subset of 0 x G. In fact, .ip is a locally compact groupoid as 
defined by Renault in [ 141, and the C*-algebra described below is simply the 
C*-algebra of the groupoid ..jc. 
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First, we fix a non-genative function,&,, in C,(G) which does not vanish at 
the identity. For the remainder of his paper, we set aH to be the left Haar 
measure on HE C with the property that 
I So(t) da,(t) =1. H 
Such a choice f measures is called a continuous choice of Haar measures, 
and has the property that 
is continuous on Z for everyfE C,(G) [ 7, p. 9081. For convenience, let a, 
denote as, and let A, be the modular function on S,. Notice that {a,},.n are 
a left Haar system on the groupoid Y’ as defined in [ 141. The next lemma 
summarizes ome of the properties that the a, enjoy. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously on Q. 
(i) Suppose that { fo} is a net offunctions in C,(G) converging to f in 
the inductive limit topology and that xB -+x in R. Then 
j f&t) da,dct)+~ f(t) da,(t). 
S XL3 SX 
(ii) d,(t) is continuous on .Y. 
then 04 If W is a locally compact Hausdorfl space and F E C,( W X S‘+‘), 
I F(w, x, t) da,(t) SX 
defines an element of C,( W X Q). 
(iv) If W is as above and G E C,( W X G), then 
G(w, s) da,(s) 
defines an element of C,( W X C). 
Proof. This is essentially [20, Lemma 2.121. Parts (i) and (ii) follow 
directly, while (iii) is only slightly more complicated. 
On the other hand w c-* G(w, .) clearly defines a continuous function from 
W to C,(G) with respect to the inductive limit topology. Part (iv) now 
follows directly from [20, Lemma 2.12(i)]. Q.E.D. 
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C,(Y) may be given a *-algebraic structure in the following manner. If 
fi g E C,(Y), then let 
and let 
f * g(x, 0 = J f(x, r) g(x, r- ‘0 da,(r), sx 
f*(X, t) = A,((- ‘)f(x, t - 1). 
The fact that f * g and f * are also in C,(p) follows from Lemma 2.5. 
Moreover, 
VII = J I~(x, OIda,(t) 
defines a norm on C(Y). We can also put a norm on C,(Y) making it a 
pre-C*-algebra, namely, 
where L runs over ]] . ]] ,-norm decreasing representations of C,(Y). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let C*(Y) denote the C*-algebra which is the 
completion of C,(Y) with respect o the norm /(. (I. 
It is now possible to state one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously and 
that C*(%sO) has continuous trace. Then if every compact subset of R is G- 
wandering, C* (G, Q) has continuous trace. 
The proof of this theorem will be taken up in Section 3. The remainder of 
this section will concentrate on the structure of C*(Y). 
Suppose that x E J2 and that rc E s,. Then we may define an irreducible 
representation, IV:, of C*(Y) on the space of rc as follows. ForfE C,(Y) 
M:(f) = j f(x, 0 40 da&). 
sx 
LEMMA 2.8. Every irreducible representation of C*(Y) is equivalent to 
aMtforsomexEQandzEgX. 
Proof. It is not difficult to see that C*(Y) is isomorphic to a quotient of 
C&2) 0 C,*(G), where C,*(G) is the subgroup C*-algebra constructed in [6, 
Sect. 21. To be precise, the primitive ideal space of C&2) @ C,X(G) is 
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parameterized by the set {(x, H, ker a): x E ,R, HE Z, o E A) [6, Lemma 
2.81. Since the map from Prim C:(G) to 2 defined by (H, Ker a) I-+ H is 
continuous by 16, Lemma 2.51, {(x, S,, ker a): x E R, u E 3,) is closed in 
Prim(C,(fi) @ C:(G)); the lemma now follows easily. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.9. The map from Prim C*(Y) to R dej%zed by M”, t+ x is 
continuous. 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from the isomorphism of C*(9) with 
the quotient of C&2) @ C:(G) described in the proof of the previous lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
Although we cannot prove it, we think of C*(Y) as a field of C*-algebras 
over 0 with the Iibre over x being C*(S,). Recall that C*(H) is (strongly) 
Morita equivalent to C*(G, G/H) ] 16, Definition 1.11, Thus, one should 
expect C*(Y) to be Morita equivalent to a field of C*-algebras over R with 
fibre C*(G, G/S,) over x. Before we proceed with the construction of this 
algebra, we describe the C*(H)- and C*(G, G/H)-valued inner products 
implementing the Morita equivalence between C*(H) and C*(G, G/H). As in 
] 151, we usually will work with pre-C*-algebras. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let h, k E C,(G) and H E C. 
(a) Let yH(t) = (dG(t)/d,(t))“2, t E H. 
(b) (A s>, (t> = dt) b-*(s) g(s - ‘t> da,(s), t E H. 
(cl (5 &,G,“, (s, r) = jJ(rt) g*(tr ‘r- ‘s) da,(t), r, s E G. 
Let x E 0, H G S,, and suppose rt is a representation of H on V,. Let NC 
and Ind’ (x,Hj(rc) be the representations of C*(G, G/H) and C*(G, J2) induced 
from 7c on H [20, Definition 3.41. Recall that both Nlj and IndyX,,,(r) act on 
the completion of C,(G) @ V, with respect to the pre-inner product given on 
elementary tensors by 
u-0 tl g 0 I?>“, = (4w-)f,) r, v>vn3 
where (., .>, is defined above. IffE C,(G, n), then 
Ind&,(n)(h 0 4 = 6 0 t, 
where /i(s) = j,f( u, s . x) h(v-‘s) da,(u). And if 4 E C,(G, G/H), then 
N:(4)@ 0 t) = L 0 t, 
where g(s) = jG #(u, s) h(v- ‘s) da,(s). 
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DEFINITION 2.11. Let 8’ = J2 x G x G/- be the quotient topological 
space obtained from Q x G x G by identifying (x, r, s) and (y, u, a) if and 
only ifx=y, u=r, ands.x=v.x. 
Notice that B is simply the product of G with the quotient space defined 
in Definition 2.2. Therefore, the next lemma is clear. 
LEMMA 2.12. The natural map, o, from Q X G X G to 8 is open. 
Moreover, B is a locally compact Hausdor-space. 
In view of the openness of 0, elements of C,(Z) may always be identified 
with continuous functions, f, on 0 x G x G such that S(x, r, .) defines an 
element of C,(G/S,) and there is a compact subset of R X G X G of the form 
C x K x K, such that suppf~ a-‘(u(C x K x K,)). 
Now C,(a) may be given a *-algebraic structure. For f, g E C,(Z) define 
f * g(x, s, r) = 
I 
f(x, v, r) g(x, v- ‘s, v- Is, v - ‘r) daJv) 
G 
and 
f*(X, S, r) =dG(sC1)f(x, s-l, s-‘r). 
Using the above remarks it is not hard to see that f * g and f * are again 
elements of C,(a). 
Of course if fE C,(Z), then f, defined by fX(r, s) =f (x, r, s) defines an 
element of C,(G, G/S,). 
DEFINITION 2.13. Let U; denote the representation of C,(a) defined by 
U;(f) = Nzx(f,). Also, let L: denote Indc,,X,(n). 
Of course, since C*(S,) and C*(G, G/S,) are Morita equivalent, it follows 
that if 72 is irreducible, then N> is irreducible as well. It follows that Ut is 
irreducible. Moreover, if we give C,(a) the norm defined by 
where the Vz run over all x E f2 and 7~ E S,, then C,(a) becomes a pre-C*- 
algebra. Thus, the completion is a C*-algebra which will be denoted by 
c*(a). 
There is a natural action of C,(G, 12) on C,(a). Namely, if f E C,(G, L!) 
and e E C,(a), then define 
f. e(x, s, r) = 
I 
f (v, r . x) e(x, v- ‘s, v- ‘r) da,(v). 
G 
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A straightforward computation shows that 
Wf. e) = L”,(f) C(e). 
Thus, 
IF elIa G Ilfllc*cG,n, Il4. 
(1) 
Therefore the action defined above extends to one of all of C*(G, L!) on 
C*(a) and, in fact, gives a homomorphism of C*(G, n) into M(C*(8)) such 
that Eq. (1) holds for every f E C*(G, LI) and e E C*(g). Recall that if A is 
a C*-algebra, then M(A) is the algebra of double centralizers [2]. 
The next two theorems explain the need for introducing the algebra C*(g). 
THEOREM 2.14. C*(Y) and C*(a) are Morita equivalent. In particular, 
the representation of C*(a) induced from Mi via the above Morita 
equivalence is unitarily equivalent to Uz. 
Since the proof, although not difficult, is rather long, technical, and 
somewhat peripheral to the main results of the paper, the proof will be 
postponed until Section 6. 
The next theorem is part of some unpublished work of Green’s on C*- 
algebras with continuous trace [ 1 I]. His proof is also given in Section 6. 
THEOREM 2.15. Zf A and B are Morita equivalent C*-algebras, then A 
has continuous trace tf and only tf B has continuous trace. In particular, 
C*(8) has continuous trace whenever C*(Y) has. 
COROLLARY 2.16. The map Z from C*(a)- to R defined by UX, t-+ x is 
continuous. 
Proof By Theorem 2.14 and Corollary 6.27 of [ 151, the mapMz-+ Ut is 
a homeomorphism of C*(Y)* onto C*(a)“. The corollary now follows 
immediately from Lemma 2.9. Q.E.D. 
The next proposition highlights some direct consequences of the wandering 
hypothesis. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Suppose that the subgroups vary continuously and 
that every compact set of 0 is G-wandering, then each of the following hold. 
(i) R/G is Hausdorfl 
(ii) The natural map of G/S, onto G . x is a homeomorphism for each 
X. 
(iii) C*(G, 0) is EH-regular. In particular, every irreducible represen- 
tation of C*(G, 0) is (equivalent to) a L”, for some x E R and 71 E s,. 
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Proof The proofs of parts (i) and (ii) can be taken from the beginning of 
19, Theorem 141 with only minor modifications. 
Since part (i) implies that each orbit is closed and, by [ 10, Corollary 191, 
that C*(G, 0) is quasi-regular (cf. [ 10, p. 2211). It follows, just as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.2 in [20], that every irreducible representation of 
C*(G, L’) factors through C*(G, G . x). However, C*(G, G . x) is isomorphic 
to C*(G, G/S,) since the homeomorphism from part (ii) is G-equivariant. 
Since every irreducible representation of the latter algebra is equivalent o a 
NC and the isomorphism clearly carries LX, (on C*(G, G . x)) to N”, part (iii) 
has been proved. Q.E.D. 
Recall that a Bruhat approximate cross section for G with respect o G/H 
is a continuous, bounded, non-negative function, b, on G with the following 
properties: First the intersection of the support of b with the saturant of any 
compact set, C, in G (i.e., CH) is compact. And second 
I b(st) da,(t) = 1 for all s. H 
Such functions are shown to exist in [ 1, Proposition 81, for example. It will 
be frequently necessary to make use of the existence of a cut-down 
generalized version of the above. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let C and K be compact subsets of G and f2, 
respectively. * 
(i) There is a non-negative function b E C,(E X G) such that 
I b(H, st) da,(t) = 1 for all s E CH. H 
(ii) If the stability groups vary continuously, then there is a non- 
negative function b E C,(Q x G) such that 
I b(x, st) da,(t) = 1 for all s E CS, and x E K. s* 
Proo_f: It clearly suffices to prove only part (i). Fix HE C, and let 
bH E C,(G) be a cut-down Bruhat approximate cross section for G with 
respect o G/H. That is, bH > 0 and 
1 b”(st) da,,(t) = 1 for all s E CH. (2) H 
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Since f(s, t) = b”(st) may be viewed as an element of C,(C x G), Lemma 
2.5(iv) implies Eq. (2) is continuous in H and s. Moreover, since C is 
compact, there is a neighborhood, U,, of H such that 
I 
bH(s, t) daK(t) > 4 
K 
for every K E U, and s E C. Of course the left invariance of the aK implies 
the above actually holds for all s E CK. 
Since C is compact, suppose U, ,,..., UH, cover C. Iff, ,..., f, are a partition 
of unity on .Z such that suppfi Y& UHi, then 
b(H, s) = 2 f,(H) 
lP’(S) 
i= 1 IH bH’W) 4fw 
will do. Q.E.D. 
It will also be necessary to recall some basic observations from [ 18, 191 
concerning the appropriate choice of quasi-invariant measures on the 
quotient spaces G/S,. 
DEFINITION 2.19. (a) Define o = G x R --t R + by 
1 f(tst-‘1 da,(s) = 44 x)1 f(s) da,.,(s). 
s.x St., 
(b) Define p: G x J2 -+ R + by p(s, x) = A&K’) w(s, x). 
LEMMA 2.20. Suppose the stability groups vary continuously. Then the 
following statements hold. 
(i) Both p and o are jointly continuous on G X 0. 
(ii) For all s, r E G and x E R; p(rs, x) = p(s, x) p(r, s . x). 
(iii) For all x E 0, s E G, and t E S,; p(st, x) = dsX(t) dF(t-‘) p(s, x). 
(iv) There is a unique quasi-invariant measure, ,uu,, on G/S, such that, 
for all f E C,(G), 
1 
G 
f 6) PCs3 x> %As) = 1 l f (St) da&) &,(s). 
GBx Sx 
Proof. Let f. be the function in C,(G) defining the continuous choice of 
measures a,. Lemma 2.5 implies 
I .hW-') da,@) SX (3) 
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is continuous in x and t. However, Eq. (3) is equal to w(t, x) since 
JsYfO(s) da,(s) = 1 for all y. This proves part (i). 
The proofs of parts (ii) and (iii) are simple computations, and part (iv) 
follows from [ 1, Chap. VII, par. 2, no. 5, Theo&me 21. Q.E.D. 
The essential properties of the ,uu, needed in the following are outlined in 
the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.21. Zff E C,(G/S,) and r E G, then s I-+ f (ST) is an element of 
C,WS,. .I and 
JG,s 
x 
f(s) &x(s) =I,, f (ST) %x(s). 
rx 
Proof. Let b be a Bruhat approximate cross section for G/S,. Then the 
left-hand side of the above equation equals 
( Gf 6) b(s) ~6, x> da,(s) 
= d,(r) I fW b(sr) p(sr, xl da,(s) 
G 
= dr, x) 
I 
f(sr) b(sr) p(s, r . x) daJs) 
G 
= /G,s,,xf (sr) w(r, x) I,,,, b(W da,.,(t) &.&)- 
which equals the right-hand side. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.22. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously and 
that compact subsets of R are G-wandering. 
(i) If Q E C,(Q), then 
is an element of C,(G/O). 
(ii) Zf C c D is compact and ox: G/S, + f2 is the natural map, then 
p&j;‘(C)) is bounded on l2. In fact, if &E C,(Q) is any non-negative 
function which is identically one on C, then 
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Proulf. i is constant on orbits by the previous lemma and clearly has 
compact support. For x,, E R, let U be a compact neighborhood of x0. Let 
C=suppqi and K=CV U. Since 
((x,s)EQxG/-:xEK,sKnK#IZI} 
has compact closure in R x G/-, it follows from Lemma 2.3 and 
Proposition 2.18 that there is a b E C,(JJ X G) such that 
#(I .x> = q+- . x> I,, 4x, 4 &-(t) 
provided x E U. In particular, for every x E U, 
r * x) b(x, r) p(r, x) da,(r), 
which is clearly continuous in x. This establishes (i). 
Let $c be as in (ii). Then 
Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.7 
If A is a C*-algebra, let m(A) denote the two-sided ideal of continuous 
trace elements in A. That is, the set of a E A such that XH tr(rr(a)) is 
continuous from A to R + [3, 4.5.21. Let K(A) denote the dense, hereditary, 
two-sided ideal in A which is minimal among all dense two-sided ideals (i.e., 
the “Pedersen ideal,” cf. [12, 5.6.11. If B is an ideal in A, then B+ will 
always denote the intersection of B with the positive cone of A. 
Since C*(Y) and C*(a) are defined only when the stability groups vary 
continuously, we shall assume this throughout his section. 
The idea of the proof will be to use the fact that m(C*(K))’ spans a dense 
set to produce sufficiently many continuous trace elements in C*(G, J2). 
Towards this end, we define a linear map, P, from C,(a) to C,(G, n) by 
(4) 
It is not difficult to check that r ++f(r . x, s, r-‘) defines an element of 
C,(G/S,) and, hence, that P(f)(s, x) is well defined. 
LEMMA 3.1. IffE C,(a), then P(f) E C,(G, l2) and P(f*) = P(f)*. 
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Proof Suppose that suppf~ a(C x K x K,). Then, supp(P(f)) G 
K x K,C. Let b E C&i x G) be a generalized cut-down Bruhat approximate 
crosssection such that 
5 
b(x, t-f) da,(f) = 1, 
sx 
ifxEK,CandrEK;‘. 
It follows that, for every x E R and s, r E G, 
f(r . x, s, r-1) =f(r * x, s, r-1) 
I 
b(x, rt) da,(t). 
& 
Thus, one can show that P(f) is continuous in much the same way as in 
Lemma 2.22. 
The assertion about adjoints follows quickly from Lemma 2.21. Q.E.D. 
For the moment, fix x E R and w E 3,. Also, let Li be the corresponding 
element of C*(G, Q)- (1;: is irreducible by [20, Proposition 4.21) and denote 
the space of LX, by simply V. If r E G, let ‘W be the representation of S,., 
defined by ‘o(t) = w(r-‘tr). It will be convenient o realize ‘UX, = U7kX as a 
representation on I’. Thus, if F @ < is an elementary tensor in C,(G) @ I’, , 
then define T from the space of ‘UZ, to V by T(f@ <) = 
(co~~;)-“~ p(r-‘) F) @ c!j, where p(r) F(u) = A(s)‘/’ F(w). 
7 
(TV 0 t), T(G 0r>>, 
@(r-‘1 G W’)F)sx (O(@) Crl) da,(f) 
ys,(4 I, G*(s) F(s-‘rfr-‘) da,(r)@(f) 6 r> h(t). 
And, since dsx(r-‘tr) = dsr.,(f), the above equals 
(F 0 t, G 0 rl):‘f. 
Thus T extends to a unitary map onto V. 
Let “RX, denote TWX, T*. It is not difficult to compute that, if e E C,(a), 
‘R%)(F 0 v) = p 0 rl, (5) 
where 
F(s) =I, e(r . x, x, sr-‘) F(v-‘s) da,(v). (6) 
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Or, more simply, ‘R:(e) = N>(e,), where e,(v, s) = e(r . x, SF’). It follows 
from Eq. (6) that “Rt depends only on the class of r in G/S, and w E s,. 
Moreover it is not hard to see that if ra -t r in G, then e,” + e, in the 
inductive limit topology on C,(G, G/S,). Thus, tt+ “R”,(e) is norm 
continuous. In particular, 
is a well-defined operator in B(V). 
LEMMA 3.2. For eachfE C,(8), LX,(P(f)) = (G,s, ‘R”,(f) h,(r). 
ProoJ: By definition L;(P(f))(F X <) = P @ c, where 
&) = J w-I( u, s - x) F(v-‘s) da,(u) 
G 
= 
II 
f(rs . x, u, r-‘) F(u’s) du,.,(r) da,(v), 
G G/S,., 
which by Lemma 2.21 is 
f(r . x, u, sr-‘) F(u-‘s) da,(u) h,(r). 
By comparing with Eq. (6) above, one gets 
~X,Nf)W’O 4 = (JG,, ‘RX, k(r)) PO 0 
x 
Q.E.D. 
Now, suppose C*(Y) has continuous trace. Then certainly each stability 
group has continuous trace, and in particular each stability group is C.C.R. 
It follows from Proposition 2.17 and [20, Proposition 3.21 that if every 
compact subset of a is G-wandering, then C*(G,n) is C.C.R. Therefore, 
Lz(P(f)) is a compact operator. 
Suppose 1~~1~~~ is an orthonormal basis for V. Since LX,@‘(f)) is 
compact, there are only countably many u, such that 
Moreover, iffE C,(a) n C*(g)+, then 
I V(f) u, 9 u,>, k(r) = 0 G/S, 
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if and only if (‘R”,(J) u,, u,), = 0 for all r E G. Thus, for fixed 
fE C,(8) n C*(a)+, there are {aim= 1s A such that 
and 
Therefore, the next lemma follows by the monotone convergence theorem. Of 
course, tr(“Vi) = tr(‘R”,). 
LEMMA 3.3. IffE C,(CF)~C*(~F)+, then 
tr(L”,(Pdf)) = ( tVXf)) 44s). 
G/S, 
Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to extend P to all of C*(Z). In 
fact, if suppfc c(C x K x K,), then it is clear from Eqs. (5) and (6) that 
Ri:“df) = 0 if s . x e C. In particular, 
Thus, bu Lemma 2.22 if dc E C(Q) with #c identically one on C and #c > 0, 
then 
II~“,w))II G Ilfll8 llT&llm. (7) 
Since the compact set C varies withf, there seems to be no reason to suspect 
P is bounded. However, if g E C,(Z), then let P, denote the map 
fb m *f * g*>. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously on 
R and that every compact subset of Q is G-wandering. Then P, is ‘bounded 
and extends to a positive linear map from C*(a) to C*(G, J?). 
Proof Let g E C,(a) be fixed with supp( g) G o(C x K x K,). Let 
fE C,(g) have support in a(C, x K, x K,). Then, g *f * g* has support in 
o(C x KK, K-’ x K,). Since Eq. (7) above holds for any LX,, it follows that 
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where Cc is any non-negative function in C&2) which is identically one on C 
(Lemma 2.22). Thus, P, is bounded and can be extended in the usual way. 
On the other hand, if fE C,(g) n C*(Z)+, then it follows immediately 
from Lemma 3.2 that 
for every LX, E C*(G, n)^ and v E V, that is, P, is a positive map. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It is possible to show that P is a generalized conditional expec- 
tation as defined in [ 151, but this fact is not needed in what follows. 
LEMMA 3.5. For every g E C,(Z) andfE C*(Z), 
0) LX,@‘,(f)) = Ins, ‘R”,(g *S * g*) &As>. 
And, iff E C*(a)+, 
(ii) WX,P,(f))) = J’G,s, WC,(g *f * g*)&(s). 
Proof: Let f, be a sequence of functions in C,(B) converging to f in 
C*(a). Then LX,(P,(f,)) -+ LX,(P,(f)). But, by Lemma 3.2 
Lx,(Pg(fJ) = jG,s “K,(g *f, * g*) h(s). 
x 
Since IIsRX,(g *f, * s*)ll is bounded by a multiple of the characteristic 
function of 4;‘(C) f or all n, the right-hand side of the above equation 
converges to 
I ‘RX,(g *f * g*) &x(s), G/S, 
by the Lebesque dominated convergence theorem. 
Part (ii) now follows from part (i) as in Lemma 3.3, since LX,(P,(f)) is 
compact. Q.E.D. 
Now suppose f E m(C*(a))+. Then 
K k+ W-C(g *f * g*)) 
defines a non-negative continuous function on C*(a)*. Consider 
wm = 1 WtXg *f * g*) &As) 
G/S, 
03) 
as a function on C*(a)*. 
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LEMMA 3.6. The map from G X C*(a)- to C*(&‘)* defined by 
(s, Uz) t-, “UZ, is continuous. 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.14 and [15, Corollary 6.271, it suffices to show 
(s, iv”,) t-+ h4y is jointly continuous on G x C*(Y). However, this follows 
from [6], Lemma 2.9 and the fact that C*(Y) is isomorphic to a quotient of 
C&4 0 C,*(G). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose g E C,(a) and f E C*(a)+. rf, in addition, 
every compact subset of l2 is G-wandering, then @, as deJned in Eq. (8), is 
continuous from C*(g)- to R+. 
Proof Fix UzO in C*(a)* and let W be a compact neighborhood of Uz”. 
Let r denote the map of C*(a)* onto R defined by r(Uz) = x. r is 
continuous by Corollary 2.16. In particular, r(W) is a compact set 
containing x0. Suppose g has support in o(C x K x K,). Then UY,( g *f * g*) 
is zero if y 6Z C. 
If K = r(W) U C, then 
{(x,s)ERxG/-:xEK,sKnK#0} 
has compact closure in J2 X G/w. Using this fact and Proposition 2.18, one 
can find b E C&2 x G) such that, for all WY, E W and s E G, 
trV?Xg *f * g*N = fr(SWg *f * g*))l 0, St) dq(t). 
SS 
It follows that if WY, E W, then 
@(vY,) = 1 tr(sWg *f * g*) U s> & Y> d&s). 
G 
In view of the previous lemma and the compact support of b, the right-hand 
side is continuous in Vy and y. On the other hand, if Vn-, converges to 172, 
then the continuity of r implies that y, -+ x0. Thus, @ is continuous at U;“, . 
Q.E.D. 
Notice that by Lemma 2.2 1, @(“WY,) = @(vY,). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose that the stab%@ groups vary continuously 
and that compact subsets of 0 are G-wandering. If g E C.,(a) and 
f E m(C*(a))+, then P,(f) E m(C*(G, ~2))‘. 
ProoJ: Since L”, is a typical element of C*(G, a) (Proposition 2.17), it 
suflices to show that LX, ++ tr(L”,(P,(f ))) is continuous at Li. 
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Suppose, to the contrary, that there were a net {L>O),,n, converging to 
Lc such that 
I tr(L: t&W>> - W3J,df)NJ > E > 0 
for every a E A. Or, equivalently (Lemma 3.5), 
for every a E A. 
Suppose in addition that Vi is not in the closure of 
(“U”a,: arEnandsEG} 
in C*(a)*. In particular, there would be an e E C*(g)’ such that 
‘U2*(e) = 0 
for every a E n and s E G, while 
U:(e) f 0. 
By Lemma 3.5(i) (and the fact “UZ, is equivalent o Ril;‘), 
L2~V$&>> = 0 
(9) 
for every a E .4 and g, E C,(8). Moreover, since Pgo(e) is in the common 
kernel of the L>m, 
LX,P&)> = 0 
as well. On the other hand, there is a g, E C,(a) and a u E V such that 
And by Lemma 3.5, (Lz(Pg,(e)) u, U) is the integral of a continuous, 
nonnegative, and non-zero function on G/S,; hence, LX,@‘(e)) # 0. 
In view of the above contradiction, it may be assumed that there is a net, 
WCJJ,.,+ converging to IJz with {U&},,At c (U”a,},,,,. By the previous 
proposition anf the remark following, the @(Wx,D,) = @(Uf$) converge to 
@(Us). This contradicts Eq. (9) and completes the proof of the proposition. 
Q.E.D. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.7, it will sufftce to show that for an 
arbitrary LX, E C*(G, a)- there is a fE m(C*(G, a)) such that L”,(f) # 0 
[3, 4.5.21. Since C*(P) and C*(8) are Morita equivalent, m(C*(g)) is 
dense in C*(Z). Thus, there is an e E m(C*(g))+ such that U:(e) # 0 and a 
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g E C,(K) such that UL( g * e * g*) # 0. It follows from Lemma 3.5, just as 
in the proof’ of the previous proposition, that LX,@‘,(e)) # 0. Of course, 
P,(e) E m(C*(G, Q)) by the last proposition. 
In the next section, a variety of partial converses will be established. 
4. CONVERSES TO THEOREM 2.7 
As mentioned earlier, the assumption that the stability groups vary 
continuously is a strong one. However, the next proposition will show that 
the assumption is necessary in a large number of cases. (Recall that C*- 
algebras with continuous trace have Hausdorff spectrum.) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that the stability groups are contained in a 
fixed abelian subgroup H. In addition, suppose that the natural maps of 
G/S, onto G . x are homeomorphisms for each x, and if G is not abelian, 
that C*(H, 0) is quasi-regular. Then, if C*(G, J?) has Hausdor- spectrum, 
the stability groups vary continuously on 12. 
Remark. If (G, a) is second countable, then C*(H, n) is automatically 
quasi-regular [9, Corollary 191, and the assumption on the natural maps 
from G/S, onto G . x is unnecessary [8]. 
ProoJ Note that the maps from H/S, to He x are also 
homeomorphisms. It follows from [ 10, Corollary 19 and Proposition 201 
that both C*(G, 0) and C*(H, 0) are EH-regular. If H = G, then the 
proposition follows from [ 2 11. In general, the arguments in [2 1 ] show that if 
x -+ S, has a point of discontinuity, then there is a net in R X fi such that 
(x,3 a,) converges to (x, a) and u, is identically one on S, , while u is not 
identically one on S,. It follows from (20, Lemma 4.91 and 110, Proposition 
81 that Lp converges to both L& and LT, where 1 denotes the trivial 
representation and us, denotes the rekrictions of u to S,. However, L:, and 
L: are not equivalent since 1 # us, implies that their unitary parts are’ not 
equivalent. Q.E.D. 
For the remainder of this section, it will be assumed that the stability 
groups vary continuously. The proof of the necessity of the wandering 
hypothesis is inspired by Green’s proof in [9]. The basic idea is the same: To 
produce an element in the Pedersen ideal which is not continuous trace. The 
minimality of the Pedersen ideal among dense ideals then implies that 
C*(G, 0) does not have continuous trace. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously. If 
(G, Q) is not second countable, then suppose that the natural maps 
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#,+ G/S, + G . x are homeomorphisms for each x. Then if C*(G, a) has 
continuous trace, every compact subset of R is G-wandering. 
Before proceeding with the proof, it will be necessary to prove a number 
of lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously. If 
C*(G, f2) is C.C.R. with HausdorfSspectrum, then Q/G is Hausdorfl 
ProoJ Follows immediately from [20, Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 
4.161. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that K is a non-G-wandering compact subset in R. That is, if 
S,=((x,s)EQxG/-:xEKsKnK#:}, 
then S, is not relatively compact in a x G/-. In particular, given C E G 
compact, there is xc E K and a rc $ CSXc such that rcxc E K. Using 
compactness, we may assume xc + L E K and rcxc + y E K, where the nets 
are directed by increasing compact sets. Moreover, since R/G is Hausdorff, 
there is an s0 E G such that z = s0 y. In particular, if s, = s,, rc, then scxc + z 
and 
SC 6?G s(Jcsxc. (10) 
Fix z E R and let fe C,,(n) be a non-negative function which is iden- 
tically one on an open neighborhood, W, of z. Let N be a compact set 
containing the support off: For each x E R 1etfJs) =f(s . x) and let F be a 
compact set in G such that FS, contains the support off, . F and N may be 
taken so that F = F-‘, e E F, and W c N. 
It follows from [20, Lemma 4.141 that Lt is equivalent to a represen- 
tation, L”, on L’(G/S,,p,) such that, if h E L2(G/S,) and G E C,(G, a), 
then 
LX(G) h(s) =I G(v, s . x)p(v-‘, s . x)“* h(v-‘s) da,(v). 
G 
Of course, p(v-‘, s . x)1/2 = p(v- ls, x)li2 p(s, x)- v2 by Lemma 2.20. 
Suppose b E C&2 x G) has the property that 
I b(x, rt) da,(t) = 1 sx 
whenever x E N and r E F2. Also let 
G(r,y) =f(Y>f(r-’ - y> WY, r-‘>dG(r-‘)~(r-‘~y)v2~ (11) 
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where f is as above. Then, 
L”(G)(h)(s) = If’ s . x)f(rs . x) b(s a x, r) p(r, s a x) h(r . s) da,(r), 
which, using Lemma 2.20 and sending r I-+ rs-‘, 
L”(G)(h)@) 
= w(s, x)-’ 
I 
f(s . x)f(r . x) b(s . x, rs- ‘) h(r) p(r, x) da,(r), 
G 
which is equal to 
[G,s f(s - x)f(r - xl I,,., b(s = x9 f-s-‘9 da,. At> W 4dr). 
x 
(12) 
And in particular, if x = z, then 
~‘(G)(h)(s) = (c/s f(s . z)S(r . z> W &,(r), 
I 
(13) 
which is a rank one positive operator. 
Let V, be a symmetric neighborhood of the identity in G with compact 
closure. V. Also, let K = V2F2V3F. Notice that @: G X D -+ R, defined by 
(s, x) F+ (s . x), may also be viewed as a function on Q X G/-. Thus, 
S(z x K)\S(z x VCJ) = 6(z x (K\V&s,)) is compact and is contained in 
@-‘(fl\N), an open set. Therefore, for each (z, s) E 6(z x (K\V,FS,)), there 
is an open neighborhood, Us x F’, s ~2 x G, such that 
S(U, x V,) E @-‘(R\N). Suppose that S(U,, x V,,),..., S(U,. x V,“) cover 
6(z x (K\V,,FS,)). Let U = nr=, Usi and V, = U;=, Vs,. Then, 
6(U x V,) 2 6(z x (K\V,FS,)) 
and 
6(U x V,) G @- ‘(qiv). 
Moreover, 6-'(6(U X (V, U V,,F))) is a saturated open set in R x G which 
contains z x K Thus, there is a neighborhood of x, U, s U, such that 
S(U, x K) c 6(U x (VI u YOF)). 
Notice that S(U,, X V,F)E &U,,X V, U Vo/,F)\6(Uo X V,F)Gc?(U,X V,)G 
S(U x V,) E @-‘(0\N). Therefore if x E U,,, then 
f;(s) = ];@ . x) ;; ; ; F;; 
0 x 
is a well-defined, continuous function on R x G. 
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Now assume the function b E C,.(D x G) in Eq. (11) has been chosen so 
that 
f 
b(y, rt) da,(r) = 1 
s> 
for all y E N and r E W2V. And that the support has been cut down, if 
necessary, so that 
b(y, r) = 0 
if (y, r) @ & ‘(6(~ x V2F2V2)), where M is compact and M 3 N. 
LEMMA 4.4. With the notation and definitions established above and if 
x E U,, then 
S(s . x>f(r . x) I,,, b(s . x, rs - ‘0 d~,..(flf:(~) (14) 
fXW(r . w:w (15) 
are equal for all s, r E G. 
ProoJ Notice that both equations depend only on the classes of s and r 
in G/S,. If r @ V,FS,, then f:(r) = 0, so both equations are zero. Thus, it 
can be assumed that r E V,F. 
Ifs E V,F, thenf:(s) =f(s - x) and rspl E V,F2V,,. Thus, 
5 b(s . x, rs-‘t) da,.,(t) = 1. ss.x 
Of course, the above holds for all s E V,FS,. And in that case, Eqs. (14) 
and (15) agree. 
If s E KjV,FS,, then f:(s) =f( s - x) = 0. It follows that Eqs. (14) and 
(15) are both zero. 
Finally if s $ K, then f:(s) is zero as is Eq. (15). On the other hand, 
whenever rs - ’ E V2F2V2, it follows that s E V2F2V2r. But if r E V,F, that 
implies s E K. Thus, by our choice of b, 
I b(s . x, rs-‘t) da,.,(t) = 0 s,.x 
if s 6? K and Eq. (14) is also zero. Q.E.D. 
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It follows from the above lemma and Eq. (12) thatf: is an eigenvector for 
LX(G) for each x E U,,. Moreover, the corresponding eigenvalue is 
A;= I .w . at-:(r) &x(r). G/S, 
On the other hand, assuming U, c W s N, 
for all x E 17, and r E G (since e E F implies V,F E VF’V). Thus, 
AT = f f(r . x)SS-) W, r> p(r, x> da,(r). G 
In particular, A:’ converges to 1: = tr(L’(G)). 
h?MMA 4.5. Let W be as above. There is an open, symmetric 
neighborhood, Q, of e in G and a neighborhood of z, U, E U,, such that 
r - x E U, implies Qrx c W. 
Proof: If the lemma were false, there would exist s,, t, E G and x, E D 
such that t, -+ e, r, ’ x, -+ z, and taru . x, is not in W. But, t, . (r, . xu) --t z. 
Q.E.D. 
Let Q and U, be as above with Q = Q-i and Q* c V. Let K, be a compact 
set containing s;‘QVF such that xc and sex, are both in U, if C r> K,. 
Notice that sc 65 QVF and that Qs, and VF are disjoint. 
Let h, be the characteristic function of QscS+ in L2(G/SXC). Notice that 
if s E Qs,, then 
I b(s - xc, rs- ‘t) da,...(t) h,(r) = h,(r), SS.XC 
because Q2 c V c VF*V and s . xc E Qscxc E WE N. But since f is iden- 
tically one on W, for all s E Qsc it follows that 
LYG)(h&) = (ho 4) = Ilhcll:.. 
Of course 1) . J/c denotes the norm in L2(G/SXC). In particular, viewed as an 
operator on the orthogonal complement off:=, L+(G) is a positive compact 
operator of norm at least (1 hc(lc and, therefore, has an eigenvalue A:, such 
that 
2: > lIh,ll* =rux(QscS,J (16) 
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Let Q, be a neighborhood of e in G with Qi C_ Q. Then it is possible to 
find b” E C#2 x G) with the properties that if x E U,, then 
I bO(x, rr) da,(t) = 1 S, 
for all r E Q,s,, and 
I bO(x, rt) da,(t) = 0 S* 
if r 6$ Qs,. Define bC(x, r) to be w(s; ‘, x) bO(s, . x, rs; ‘). Also let 
Since 
F(x, r) = ( bC(x, rt) da,(t). 
sx 
fF(x, r) = ( bO(s, * x, rs, ‘t) dasc.,(t), 
+.x 
it follows that 6”(x, .) is a non-negative function in C,(G/S,) which is one 
on QoscS, and zero off Qs,S,. In particular, 
LEMMA 4.6. There is a compact set, K,, containing K, and an a > 0 
such that C 2 K, implies A; > 3a, A(;‘ > 2a, and AT > A; - a. 
Proof The right-hand side of Eq. (17) is, by Lemma 2.21, equal to 
which, by definition, is equal to 
I w(s;~, x) bO(s, . xc, rs,ts;‘) d~,(O d~,c.,c(t> GJS,,.,, I SX 
= bO(s, . xc, 4 dr, SC . xc> d%(r)- 
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However, the last equation approaches 
I bO(z, r)I+, z) da,(r) > 0 G 
as C increases. The assertions of the lemma now follow easily in the light of 
Eq. (16). Q.E.D. 
Finally, let r be the function on [0, a) such that 
1 
0, O<t<a \ \ 7 
r(t) = 2(t - a), a(t,<2a, 
4 2a < t. 
Now, r(G) is in the Pedersen ideal of C*(G, a) by [ 13, p. 1341. Moreover, 
by [20, Lemma 4.91 Lx= converges to L’ in C*(G, a)- since S,.-+ S, by 
assumption. Therefore, the next lemma completes the proof of Proposition 
4.2. 
LEMMA 4.7. With the above definitions and notation, tr(LXr(r(G))) does 
not converge to tr(L’(r(G))). 
ProoJ: Notice that LX(r(G)) = r(L”(G)). In particular, L’(r(G)) = L’(G) 
because L’(G) is a rank one operator with eigenvalue Lf > 2~. But if C 2 K,, 
then r(,Iy) = A? and r(Ac) = A:. In particular, 
tr(LXc(r(G))) = tr(r(L”c(G))) > A? + At > Af + a 
= tr(L’(r(G))) + a. 
Q.E.D. 
Combining the results of the previous sections with a final observation one 
obtains the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that the stability groups vary continuously and, 
if (G, Q) is not second countable, that the natural maps of G/S, onto G . x 
are homeomorphisms for each x. Then C*(G, f?) has continuous trace if and 
only if C*(Y) has continuous trace and every compact subset of 52 is C- 
wandering. 
Proof: In view of Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 4.2, it will suffice to 
show that, with the given hypotheses, C*(G,a) having continuous trace 
implies C*(Y) has continuous trace. By Theorems 2.14 and 2.15, it will be 
enough to show that C*(a) has continuous trace. In the following, if 
fE C*(G, a), then let $denote the image of fin M(C*(@?‘)). 
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LEMMA 4.9. Suppose that fE m(C*(G, Q))’ and that e E C*(a)+ with 
3> e in M(C*(8)). Then e E m(C*(a))+. 
ProoJ Recall that C*(a)* can be viewed as an open subset of 
M(C*(8))^. Then, if y =f- e E M(C*(Z))+, the (possibly infinite-valued) 
functions 
and 
71 t, tr(;rc(e)) 
are non-negative, lower semi-continuous on M(C*(8))+ [3, 3.5.91. In 
particular, when restricted to C*(a)-, they are still lower semicontinuous 
and have sum 
where pU denotes the canonical extension of Uz to M(C*(B)). Applying 
[ 10, Proposition 9(i)] to the homomorphism of C*(G, n) into M(C*(8)), it 
is not difficult to check that the map of C*(Z)* onto C*(G, a)* defined by 
UZ, F+ L”, is continuous. Thus, the sum described above is finite and 
continuous on C*(a)-. It follows that both summands are continuous; thus, 
e E m(C*(~))+. Q.E.D. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.8, let I!J~ be an arbitrary element of 
C*(a)*. Since C*(G, n)* has continuous trace, there is a fE m(C*(G, Q)) 
such that L;(f)# 0. Let eE C*(a) be such that Uz(f. e) # 0. It 
follows that d = (f. e) * (f. e)* ,< 1) e 11: f * f * E m(C*(G, Q))‘. Thus, 
d E m(C*(a))+ by the last lemma, and 
This suffices (cf. 13, 4.5.21). Q.E.D. 
5. EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS 
One important class of examples is the case when all the stability groups 
are abelian. Then C*(Y) is commutative, and clearly has continuous trace. 
In particular, the hypothesis on C*(Y) may be omitted from Theorems 2.7 
and 4.8 in this case. If in addition the stability groups are contained in a 
fixed abelian subgroup H, then the next theorem and remark summarizes the 
conclusions of Theorems 2.7 and 4.8 and Proposition 4.1. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that all the stability groups are contained in a 
fixed abelian subgroup and that (G, LI) is second countable. It follows that 
C*(G, Q) has continuous trace if and only if the stability groups all vary 
continuously on I2 and every compact subset of R is G-wandering. 
Remark. The hypothesis that (G, 0) is second countable may be 
replaced by assuming that the natural maps of G/S, onto G . x are 
homeomorphisms for each x and, if G itself is not abelian, that C*(H, a) is 
quasi-regular. 
Another class of examples is the case when the action is essentially free. 
That is, all of the stability groups are the same, say S, = H for all X. Then 
the stability groups obviously vary continuously and C*(Y) has continuous 
trace if and only if C*(H) does. Notice that H is normal in G. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose (G, 0) is an essentially free transformation 
group with stability group H. If (G, B) is not second countable, then assume 
each orbit is homeomorphic to G/H. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) C*(G, KS’) has continuous trace. 
(ii) Every compact subset of J2 G-wandering and C*(H) has 
continuous trace. 
(iii) C*(G/H, 0) and C*(H) have continuous trace. 
Proof. This is a direct result of the ‘above remarks and Theorem 2.7 as 
well as Proposition 4.2. Of course, (ii) z- (iii) is just [9, Theorem 141 and, in 
the second countable case, (iii) =X (ii) is [9, Theorem 171. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let G = T, the l-dimensional torus, and B = C. Let G act 
by multiplication. That is, eis(reiO) = re f(e + *). Then the orbits are concentric 
circles about the origin together with the origin. Thus, the orbit space is 
(homeomorphic to) [0, co), but the stability groups do not vary continuously 
since the action is free everywhere except at the origin. It follows that 
C*(T, C) does not have Hausdorff spectrum and, in particular, does not have 
continuous trace. Note that by [9, Theorem 141, freely acting compact 
groups always result in algebras with continuous trace. In general, if G is a 
compact abelian group, then C*(G, a) has continuous trace if and only if the 
stability groups vary continuously. 
1 know of no examples of transformation group C*-algebras having 
continuous trace and stability groups which do not vary continuously. On 
the other hand, I can find no proof of the necessity of this condition in the 
general case. It would be very interesting to know whether or not this 
condition is necessary for any class of non-abelian groups. 
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EXAMPLE 5.4. Let G= R and R = C. Let R act on C by fixing the 
origin and, if jr1 # 0, r . < = exp(2ni(r/l<l)) <. The orbits again are concentric 
circles and the orbit space is homeomorphic to [0, co). Notice that points 
rotate about the origin much more quicly as one approaches the origin. 
Moreover, 
if <#O, 
if c= 0. 
Thus, the S, vary continuously. It is not hard to see that compact sets are R- 
wandering. In fact, let K E C be compact. If 0 @ K, then (r, r) w (<, r/ICI) 
defines a homeomorphism of 6(K x R) with K x T. In particular, K is R- 
wandering. If 0 E K, then let ((r,, r,)} be a net in { (<, r): r E K, 
rK n K # 01. It may be assumed that tl, + r in K. If r = 0, then (&,, s,) 
converges to (0,O) in C X R/w. Otherwise, we may pass to a subnet which is 
bounded away from the origin. This subnet must have a convergent subnet 
by the argument above. 
It follows that C*(R, C) has continuous trace. 
Green gives an example in [9, cf. pp. 95-961 where the action is free and 
the orbit space, hence the spectrum, is Hausdorff, but C*(G, 0) does not 
have continuous trace. 
There are several questions suggested by the results in this paper which I 
cannot answer. 
Ql: If C*(G,R) h as continuous trace, then do the stability groups 
have to vary continuously? 
An answer to Ql would be of interest even in the case when all the 
stability groups are abelian. 
Since the condition that C*(Y) has continuous trace is rather difftcult to 
check, it would be convenient o have a theorem giving simpler conditions 
which would guarantee this. In particular, one might ask the following. 
42: If the stability groups vary continuously on 0 and C*(S,) has 
continuous trace for each x E R, then does C*(Y) have continuous trace? 
A simpler version of 42, but also interesting, is the following: 
43: If G is compact and the stability groups vary continuously, then 
does C*(Y) have continuous trace? 
6. THE IMPRIMITIVITY BIMODULE 
If one keeps the C*(H) - C*(G, G/H) case in mind (cf. Definition 2.10), 
then the following definitions seem quite natural. The imprimitivity bimodule 
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will be C&2 x G), which will be denoted by X. Of course, through this 
section it will be assumed that the stability groups vary continuously. 
IffE C,(Y) and F E X, then the right C,(Y)-action is given by 
F . .0x, s) = I F-(x, st- ‘> 4#- ‘> rs,(t>f(x, 4 da,(t). 
SX 
If e E C,(a) and FE X, then the left C,(g)-action is given by 
(18) 
e - F(x, s) = 
I 
e(x, r, s) F(x, Y’s) da,(r). (19) 
G 
Finally if F and G E X, then the C,(Y)- and C,(B)-valued inner products 
on X are given by 
(F, G) ‘/ (x, 0 = y,(t) j F*(x, s) G(x, s- ‘t) da,(s) 
G 
(20) 
and 
05 G>p (x, r, s) = I 
F(x, st) G*(x, r- ‘s- ‘r) da,(t), 
s I (21) 
where F*(x, s) = d(s-‘) F(x, s-I)-. 
To see that the above actions and inner products actually take values in 
the appropriate spaces of functions, one may appeal to Lemma 2.5. 
The following formulae follow from routine calculations. Let fE C,(Y), 
F, G, HE X, and e E C,(Z). 
(F, G ..f >y = (F, G),, *f, (22) 
(e . F, G), = e * (F, G>,, (23) 
(F,G),.H=F- (GH),,, (24) 
(f’, G),$ = (G, F),, , (25) 
(K G)f = (G, F),. (26) 
LEMMA 6.1. For each FE X, (F, F>y and (F, F)* are positive elements 
of C*(Y) and C*(a), respectively. 
Proof: Let F, denote the element of C,(G) defined by F,(s) = F(x, s). 
Then notice that 
(F& Y (x7 0 = (Fx, FA, 0) 
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and 
(6 F)F (x, r, s> = (F,, F&,c,s,J try S)a 
By Lemma 2.8, it will suffice to show that MX,((F, F) ,) > 0 for each x E 0 
and 7c E s,. However, 
WXPv F) ,I = GP,, F,)), 
which is positive by [ 15, Theorem 4.41. 
To show that (F, F), is positive, it will be enough to show that 
Ui((F, F),) is positive for any x E JJ and 7c E 3,. This follows from [15, 
Proposition 7.9) in much the same way as above. Q.E.D. 
In order to show that X is both a right C,(Y)-rigged space and a left 
C,(B)-rigged space we must show that (X,X), and (X,X), span dense 
subsets of C*(Y) and C*(a), respectively. To do this, several lemmas are 
needed. 
LEMMA 6.2. C,(Y) contains an approximate identity for the inductive 
limit topology, and hence for either the 11 . II,-norm or the V-norm topology, 
of the form (F,, F,) i with I;, f X. 
ProoJ Let K be compact in G, and f E C,(G) identically one on K with 
0 <f < 1. Since x w J’,f da, is continuous on R, it follows that a,(K) is 
bounded on a. If FE C,(Y) and if the support of F is contained in A x K 
with K compact in G, then 
where M, is the supremum of F on 9 and MK is the supremum of a,(K). 
The fact that the inductive limit topology is stronger than the norm 
topologies now follows easily. 
Let U be a compact neighborhood of the identity in G, and V a symmetric 
neighborhood of the identity such that v2 E U. Let f E C,(G) be non- 
negative with supp f c V and f # 0. Also, for each C c D compact, let wc be 
an element of C&42) such that 0 < v/c < 1 and vc = 1 on C. 
Now define 
%,& t) = w&) Uf >s, (t) (1 
sx 
Uf h, 0) do,(r)) - I. 
Recall that (e, .)s, is defined in Definition 2.10. In particular, Bo,,, E C,(Y) 
by Lemma 2S(ii), and has the proper form. Namely, 
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where 
Notice that Bo,,, has the property that 
I 4C,“,(XY f> da,(t) =1 for every x E C. S.X 
Finally, it must be shown that, for each fe C,(Y), Oo,,, *f -+ f in the 
inductive limit topology as C increases to fE and U shrinks to the identity. In 
fact, suppose that f has support in C x U. Then 8(,,,,,, *f has support in 
C X U’U. Thus, it will suffice to show uniform convergence. But, using 
standard compactness arguments, there is a compact neighborhood of e in G, 
V,, such that 
If (x7 r) -f (x9 s)l < 6 
ifsr-‘EV,.ThenifC’?CandU’EV,, 
I &,a,, *f (x, t) -f (x9 t)l < E. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Given f E C,(8) and 8 > 0, there is a neighborhood of the 
identity V, such that 1 f ( x,r,s)-f(x,u,v)I<eifur-‘EV,andvs-’EV,. 
Proof Let o(A x K x C) contain the support of J Let V be a lixed 
symmetric ompact neighborhood of e. If the lemma were false, then for each 
V, E V we could find x, E fi and r,, s,, Us, v, E G such that u, r; I, 
v,s;‘E V,, and 
lf(x,, ray SJ -f (x,, u, , v,)l > E for every a. 
However, we must have (x,, rn, s,) and (x,, u,, VJ in a(,4 X VK X VC), a 
compact subset of s1 x G x G/w. From this observation, together with 
Lemma 2.12, we may assume that (x,, r,, sJ converges to (x, r, s) in 
QxGxG and (x,,u,, ua) converges to (x, u, u). Since u,r;’ and v,s;’ 
converge to the identity, u = r and s = v. The continuity off now provides a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.4. C,(8) has an approximate identity for the inductive limit 
topology, and hence for the C*-norm topology, of the form jJy=, (Fk , CL> for 
FL and Gh E X. 
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Prooj An argument similar to that of Lemma 6.1 shows that the 
inductive limit topology is stronger than the norm tppology. More precisely, 
recall from [4, Lemma 3.211 that if L is a representation of C*(G, G/H) and 
4 E C,G G/W, then llL@)ll < 11~111 5 where IlBh = .fG l14(sy -II, d%(s). 
Thus, if ,fE C,(a) with support contained in a(4 x K x C), we see that 
]lfl] < it4,M, where M, is the supremum off and M, is an upper bound for 
a,(K). 
The reader will notice the similarity of the construction below with that in 
[ 15, Proposition 7.111. 
Let A cQ and CE G be compact subsets. Let N be a compact 
neighborhood of e in G with M a neighborhood of e such that M2 c N. Pick 
a partition of unity in G subordinate to the right translates of M (i.e., each 
element of the partition is supported in a translate of M). Let b be the 
function constructed in Lemma 2.18 for A x C c fi X G. 
Then, multiplying the functions in the partition pointwise by b, we obtain 
only a finite number of non-zero functions, F, ,..., F, E X, with the properties 
SUPPF~EAXM’Z~ some ziE G 
and 
<- I trl s, Fi(X, it) da,(t) = 1 forsECH, xEA. 
Now take gi E C,(G) with supp gT G zi . M and l&T dpG = 1. Also, let 
vA E C,(Q) be identically 1 on A. We define 
Gi(Xv S> = ‘/‘A(X) k!i(Sh 
e (A,N.G =2 Pi, Gi)E* 
i=l 
Notice that the support of (Fi, Gi)E is contained in o(A x N x C) for each i, 
so that the support of 8,,,,,,, is as well. Also, 
e ~A,N,C~(x~ r9 s) = 0 if r&N 
I e ~A.N,C~(x~ rp 4 da,(r) = 1 if sECH and xEA. G 
These are precisely the conditions in [ 15, Proposition 7.101 which imply that 
ecA,N,CdX9 -? 4 is an approximate identity for C,(G, G/S,). Thus, as in [ 151, 
the proof that 8ca,N,o forms the required approximate identity, when directed 
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by increasing A and C and decreasing N, will be similar to Lemma 3.27 of 
141. 
LetfE C,(a) with support of 80,,,cj *f 2 a(,4 x KN x C). It follows that 
we need only show that 8(,,,+,, *f converges uniformly to f on 
a(,4 x KN x C). Let E > 0 and let V, be a compact neighborhood as defined 
in Lemma 6.2. Then if N s V,, 
18 (A,N,C) *fb r, 4 -fh ry sl 
G E 4A,hx, (x, t, s) da,(t) = E. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. X is an C,(a) - C,(Y)-imprimitivity bimodule. That 
is, X is a right C,(Y)-rigged space and a left C,(a)-rigged space with the 
following additional properties. 
(a) ForF,G,HEX,(F,G),.H=F.(G,H),,. 
(b) ForfE C,(G FE-K Cf. F,f. J'>., < Ilfll&~ (F,%. 
(cl For g E CCC-?, F E X (F - g, F e g) < II gl/&,, (6 F;>P 
Prooj It follows from Eqs. (22), (23), (25), and (26) that (X,X), and 
(X3 x> 7 are ideals in X. From Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4 it follows that these 
ideals are dense. In particular, the statements about rigged spaces have been 
demonstrated. 
Part (a) is Eq. (24). To prove (b), it suffices, by Lemma 2.8, to show that 
p((f.F,f~F),)cIlfI12P((F~FZ;),), (27) 
where P is a state of C*(Y) of the form P(F) = p(F,) for p a state of C*(S,) 
and x E 0. Let f, denote the element of C,(G, G/S”) defined by f,.(r, s) = 
f (x, r, s). Then the left-hand side of (27) is 
p((fx - Fxvfx . FJs,)~ (28) 
The action of C,(G, G/S,) is as defined in 7.4 of [ 151. Then by Proposition 
2.6 of [16] 
(cf. Definition 6.10 of [ 151). The desired result now follows. 
To show (c), note that it suffices to show that P((F * g, Fe g)B)< 
II gll fw,Pt(F~%)~ h w ere P is a state of C*(g) of the form P(f) = p(f,), 
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for x E R, and p is a state of C*(G, G/S,). The proof now proceeds exactly 
as in part (b) and depends on the fact C,(G) is a C,(S,) - C,(G, G/S,) 
imprimitivity bimodule. Q.E.D. 
If R is a representation of C*(Y) in VR, then let Ind(R) denote the 
representation of C*(Z) induced from R via X. Recall from [ 151 that Ind(R) 
acts on the completion of X Ocec , ) V, with respect to the inner product 
(FOr,GOrl)=(R((G,F),)r,rl)v,. 
Moreover, 
Ind(R)(e)(F 0 0 = (e . F) 0 r, 
where e . F is defined by Eq. (19). 
The next lemma together with the previous proposition completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.14. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let x E R and 71 a unitary representation of S,. Then 
Ind(MX,) is unitarily equivalent to Uz. 
Proof Let V, = VM;, the space of 7~. Then define U from X@ V, to 
C,(G) 0 V, by sending F @ r to F, @ c. Since 
U extends to a unitary map of the space of Ind(M”,) onto the space of U”. It 
is a simple matter to check that U intertwines the appropriate acti0ns.Q.E.D. 
Recall that if X is a B -A imprimitivity bimodule, then X admits a 
seminorm [ 17, Sect. 31. Namely, 
ll4l.: = IKX? X>A Il.4 = ll(X~ X)fIllB. 
Thus, we may assume that X is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2.15. Let X be a complete B - A imprimitivity 
bimodule and suppose that A has continuous trace. Let 7t E a and let Ind(n) 
denote the irreducible representation of B induced from z via X. Also, let H 
be the space of R and V the space of Ind(rc). 
For each x E X, TX denotes the bounded operator from H to V defined by 
T,(t) = x @ <. Then 
i-Y’, = 4(x, X)A) (29) 
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and 
TX T,* = Ind(z)((x, x),). (30) 
In particular, tr(rc((x, xl,)) = tr(Ind(n)((x, x),)). Since n w Ind(rr) defines 
a homeomorphism of A onto B [ 15, Corollary 6.291, it follows that 
(x, x)~ E m(B)+ if (x,x), E m(A)+. 
Since Ind(x) is a typical element of 8, to show that B has continuous trace 
it will suffice to produce a b E m(B) such that Ind(x)(b) # 0 [3, 4.521. But, 
since sums of the form Cr=, (xi, xi).4 are dense in A [ 17, Theorem 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.11, there is an x E X such that n((x, x)J # 0. Moreover m(A)+ 
contains a self-adjoint approximate identity, {e,}, for A. In particular, 
( x. ear x. ea)A = e,(x, x), e, is in m(A)+ and converges to (x, x)~. Thus, 
we may assume that (x, x), E m(A)+. Since rc((x, x)~) # 0, Eq. (29) implies 
TX # 0, and by (30), Ind(z)((x, x)J # 0. Q.E.D. 
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